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What has the Living Multiculture
project been about?
Living Multiculture

Public and semi-public spaces

inviting
do
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“I’ll maybe come and sit here and read for a bit
sometimes and I often sort of use it as a route sort
of going down towards the canal on my bike […] I
don’t really come to the park to socialize although
I might end up talking to somebody at the café or
something, it might be purely practical, I mean
someone’ll say “can I borrow this chair?” and then
you get into a conversation about that […] but I
mean it depends how you see socializing, if its just
like being in the company of other people then
[being in the park] that’s socializing in a way.”

elect

“And as you can see, it’s such a diverse community.
It’s not, you know...people - just Afro-Caribbean.
If you look around, there’s everybody in the park.
Do you know what I mean? Using the park…strolling
through the park […] Even my community, [and] the
Jewish community that I live in, and even the
non-Jewish community members that are on my
street - we’re all in the park. Ah, especially when
it’s snowing! Everybody [comes]…”

“We’re in Stamford Hill so it’s the Orthodox Jewish
area and they’re known for keeping themselves to
themselves but they’re walking through this park as
well which is nice to see […] You usually see them
walking in the street and you don’t get much
interaction […] but at least in the park you feel like
you’re kind of interacting even if you’re not speaking
with them directly, but you’re sharing the space
together. Even though you’re sharing a street space
together it feels different because [here] you’ve
both come to the park to enjoy what it is.”

transitions
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then outside school it is ‘I don’t know you, we don’t
know each other.’”

friendship groups that happen. This doesn’t mean
that all their friends are one ethnic background, but
it is simply the people that they...go over and...that
is the group you will sit with as a default setting, it
doesn’t mean you are not going to walk over and talk

“I think that when you’re used to everyone having
an ethnic background with them, it’s not – I think
that it’s simply – you don’t massively over-emphasise
it as part of knowing them. So I think that it’s – it
puts the importance of their ethnic background a

“Everyone thinks I’m Caribbean for some reason.
And because I have a piercing here, you know,
they’re like, “Oh, she’s Jamaican, she’s this” but when

jokes amongst each other about our races but
in a, like we’re friends, and it’s kind of like when
other people are around you have to kind of bite
your tongue and be careful what you say just in
case they get offended.... So I guess in that sense
when you’re around other people you have to be

like “You what? How? Which one of your parents
It’s awful to have to start explaining everything
round. It’s quite annoying.”

“I mean, like, ‘cause all our friends, we’re on like
the same page, with our mutual friends. We go
out, all different types of friends and everyone
just sits with everyone. But like, it’s not dominated
by one – one, like, culture, so it’s a variety of all.”
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“It’s, kind of, showing a respect and love to each, I
mean, ethnic backgrounds.... And last year...there was
an argument saying that there was no Afghanistan
Independence Day ever done and this year they did
it, so it actually showed the respect to every kind of
culture and just, you know, eliminating all those
issues of differences and puts us at ease.”

“I like the group, it’s just what Hackney is about,
just getting people together from different
backgrounds […] I really love it.”

[…] one of the things I think is everybody seems to
get along very well within the community. And I
atmosphere is possibly partly due to the fact that
a lot of people join and stay for quite a few years.”
and
Doing things

cultures or something like that, it’s just very, how
it is, whereas Melton Road [Leicester] like I said

“I mean, we’ve got Sikhs, Muslims, Christians, Jewish
sometimes. I mean, everybody’s living in their own
sections. I mean, no one has anything to do with each

Sociality and connection

doing

“We’re set the same task [and] I think what is
really magical about it, is because we are such a
huge mix of people, with the same task we take it
in SO many different directions […] we’ve all got
very different life experiences that we bring to
the same task and that creates really interesting
conversations and things….”

“The football club is a mini hub […] it’s a way to get
but then make lots of new friends.”

“means a lot to me, it really does, I’d call it integral
in terms of my life and in terms of just good things.”

“there’s a lot of integration and we try and promote
it […] because that’s what the club’s about really.
That’s what distinguishes us as a nice sort of
friendly, amenable club […] everyone’s interlinked.”
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“I’m scared about how Hackney’s changing: I feel
kind of left behind sometimes, I don’t know why
exactly…it kind of feels it’s almost moving too fast,
not exactly for its own good – it’s really exciting
living here and I think Hackney’s got loads to
offer and I’d REALLY miss it if I didn’t live here.”

“Okay, I might get dirty looks. I might get people
crossing the street holding their handbags and

Policy thinking and policy
practices

that one really nice Jewish man that helped me
push my car on the day when I wanted to cry
and that’s like a really nice thing and it kind of
helps you to not see just, erm, a group of people

“my experience of being in Hackney is that people are
interested in what makes Hackney different, rather
I love what I’m doing [here] I’ve done a lot of
voluntary stuff, I’ve done a lot for Age Concern,
so I do just voluntary […] I feel as if I’m giving
something back to the community, trying to bring
communities together.”

“In many ways in the City, the councils there
because they are grounded in all of this ethnicity
cultural stuff, probably have almost a better
understanding than my members, yet, paradoxically, I
think the Borough and certainly Oadby as a place to
live within itself, is probably much more settled and

per se

“So how things actually get talked about is a
parking problem that we’re worried about.”
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“you know it is not always realistic to expect that
kind of environment in a high density urban area.”

The difference a place makes

social and spatial heterogeneity

“one of the things we are trying to do is to try and
create some of these public spaces…and…the one we
are concentrating on in the MK Rose because that’s
what we’ve just done and it’s meant to celebrate

“creatively to build those bridges…the integration
element grows organically without us noticing
because we will all be contributing in the society
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